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Disclaimer
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THE BELOW BEFORE READING THIS PRESENTATION
This presentation has been prepared in relation to EOH Holdings Limited (the Company) and is the sole responsibility of the Company. It is provided strictly for discussion and
information purposes only.
This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, any offer or inducement or invitation or commitment to purchase or subscribe for,
or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any securities in the Company or any other entity nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its distribution form
the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.
This presentation is preliminary, indicative and subject to update, correction and amendment in its entirety and made available solely for discussion and feedback purposes
and does not purport to contain all the information that you would require to evaluate the Company, its financial position and/or any investment decision. This presentation is
not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, legal or tax advice nor does it constitute a recommendation regarding any potential transaction.
Certain information contained in this presentation has been obtained from non-published information/own analysis prepared by the Company’s management, and the
Company has made all reasonable enquiries as to the accuracy and completeness of such information provided.
Additionally, certain information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by third parties. Whilst the Company believes such information to be
reliable for the purposes used herein, none of the Company nor any affiliate, director, officer, employee, shareholder or agent of the Company makes any representation or
warranty with respect to or assume any responsibility for the accuracy of such information, and such information has not been independently verified.
Certain statements made in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by the use of forward-looking
terminology such as ‘believes’, ‘expects’, ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘could’, ‘should’, ‘intends’, ‘estimates’, ‘plans’, ‘assumes’ or ‘anticipates’ or the negative thereof or other variations
thereon or comparable terminology, or by discussions of, e.g. future plans, present or future events, or strategy that involve risks and uncertainties. By their nature, forwardlooking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. The Company cautions
that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance or results. Actual results, performance or achievements of the Company, or industry results, may
be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. No assurance is (or can be) given that
such future results will be achieved; actual events or results may differ materially as a result of risks and uncertainties facing the Company and its subsidiaries. The forwardlooking statements contained in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation. The Company undertakes no duty to, and will not necessarily, update any of
them in light of new information or future events, except to the extent required by applicable law or regulation.
Nothing in this presentation constitutes (or forms part of), nor should be construed as constituting (or forming part of), any offer for the sale of, or solicitation (or
advertisement) of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any securities of the Company in any jurisdiction nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in
connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever in any jurisdiction.
This presentation does not constitute, envisage or represent an “offer to the public” in South Africa, as envisaged in the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008 (the Companies Act)
and is not an “advertisement” as contemplated in section 98 of the Companies Act nor a “registered prospectus” (as such term is defined in section 95(1)(k) of the Companies
Act), nor is it intended that a prospectus will be prepared and registered in terms of the Companies Act.
This presentation does not constitute “advice” as defined in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, No. 37 of 2002 (FAIS), and should not be construed as an
express or implied recommendation, guide or proposal that any particular transaction in respect of any securities of the Company or in relation to the business or future
investments of the Company is appropriate to the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of a prospective investor. Nothing in this document should be
construed as constituting the canvassing for, or marketing or advertising of financial services in South Africa as contemplated in FAIS.

Disclaimer
This presentation contains non-IFRS measures and ratios that are not required by, or presented in accordance with, IFRS. The Company presents non-IFRS measures because it
believes that they and similar measures are widely used by certain investors, analysts and other interested parties as supplemental measures of performance and liquidity. The
non-IFRS measures may not be comparable to other similarly titled measures of other companies and have limitations as analytical tools and should not be considered in
isolation or as a substitute for analysis of the operating result as reported under IFRS. Non-IFRS measures and ratios are not measurements of the Company's performance or
liquidity under IFRS and should not be considered as alternatives to profit for the year or any other performance measures derived in accordance with IFRS or any other
generally accepted accounting principles or as alternatives to cash flow from operating, investing or financing activities

Persons reading this presentation should conduct their own due diligence investigations and evaluations of the economic risks and merits of any participation in a potential
transaction, including their own analysis of the publicly available information regarding the Company and the industry in which it operates, and should consult with their own
independent counsel, accountants and other professional advisors with respect to legal, tax, business, financial and other matters concerning any participation in a potential
transaction. This presentation is for information purposes and reference only pursuant to your request and is not intended to be, and must not be, taken as the basis for a
decision with respect to any potential transaction. You acknowledge and agree that the Company is not seeking and cannot accept orders for any securities at this time. This
presentation contains information as of the date hereof and not as at any future date, and is subject to change, or amendment without notice.
By reviewing this presentation, you represent that you are able to receive or access and review this presentation without contravention of any legal or regulatory restrictions
applicable to you and will not use this information in relation to any investment decision or any other action in relation to the securities of the Company.

The Company’s financial advisors (banks) have not independently verified the information contained herein and assume no responsibility or liability for the information
contained in this presentation or more generally in connection with this presentation and/or any action taken by you in relation to the information contained herein or the
securities of the Company. Each of the banks is acting exclusively for the Company and for no-one else in connection with the potential transaction and will not regard any
other person (whether or not a recipient of this presentation) as a client in relation to the potential transaction and will not be responsible to any other person for providing
the protections afforded to their respective clients, or for advising any such person on the contents of this presentation or in connection with the potential transaction
referred to in this presentation. The banks are not providing any advice on the suitability of the matters set out in this presentation or otherwise providing any investment
advice or personal recommendations. Any presentations, research or other information communicated or otherwise made available in this presentation is incidental to the
provision of services by the banks to the Company and is not based on individual circumstances.
By attending the meeting where this presentation is made and/or reading a copy of this presentation, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations, agreements and
conditions and you warrant, represent, acknowledge and agree to and with the Company and the banks that: (i) you have read, agree to and will comply with the contents of
this Disclaimer; (ii) you acknowledge that you understand the legal and regulatory implications attached to the misuse of the information in this presentation; and (iii)
irrespective of where you are resident or incorporated, you are an institution that is permitted within your home jurisdiction and in the jurisdiction in which you are accessing
the presentation, under applicable law and regulation, to access the presentation.

EOH | A market leading IT player with significant strength in IT service offerings
EOH is one of the market leaders in the African IT sector, with a diverse service offering that is well positioned to serve the needs of their clients
The Group is well positioned to expand into new markets and, clients through a costeffective service offering, concentrated on sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Europe

FY2021 revenue exposure by industry (%)
(FYE: Jul)(3)
Financial Services

IT business focused on traditional
and cutting-edge technology
system integration with a range
of solutions, products and
services across the IT value chain

Revenue: R4.9bn(1)

A variety of businesses focused
on intelligent infrastructure and
people outsourcing solutions

26%

Public Sector

20%

(2)

UK business

Revenue: R1.9bn(1)

Czech office

Swiss office

Diverse corporate client base focused on ‘sticky’ service contracts

Egypt business

M&L

9%

Telecoms

9%

Mining

7%

IT

6%

Health

6%

Energy

5%

Food & Beverage

4%

Retail

3%

Other

FY2021 revenue exposure by client and region (%)
(FYE: Jul)(3)

Premier partner to global technology providers

International
8%

Legend
Operations center
Sales office
Pre-sales specialists
Note: The businesses forming part of the IP division (Syntell, Sybrin and Information Services) have
not been shown above as they have either been successfully sold or are in the process of being sold
(1) Figures based on external revenue from continuing operations in FY21 financial information
(2) M&L: Manufacturing and Logistics
(3) Figures in charts based on total revenue FY21 financial information

5%

Software
5%

Rentals
2%

Hardware
9%

RSA business
South Africa
92%

Services
84%

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Key investment highlights
Diverse value proposition across the IT value chain, providing comprehensive end-to-end solutions to clients

Core annuity revenue base built off services, entrenched with core blue chip clients and unrivalled go-to-market
strategy with more than 4,200(1) clients

Global technology partners, with strong long-standing relationships

Thought leaders across multiple industries through bespoke consulting and technical solutioning capability

Scarce,
highlyvaluable
valuablepeople
peopleskills
skillsthat
thatenable
enableEOH
EOHtotoprovide
providethe
thehighest
highestquality
qualityservices
servicesacross
acrossthe
theGroup
Group
Scare, highly

Exposed to a high growth total addressable market across all key verticals with the ability to increase
market share significantly
Trades at an attractive valuation with significant upside for potential investors and an ability to continue to execute significant
Trades at an attractive valuation
value unlock opportunities
Note: (1) Includes Nextec

Source: EOH management
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Significant improvement in seven pillars of governance framework
Risk
management
and legacy
contracts

Accountability
and internal
controls

Regulatory
compliance

Significant improvement in EOH’s governance, risk and control framework between May 2019 and October 2021 as evidenced by the number of amber and red blocks which have become green

May 2019

October 2021
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Unpacking EOH

Unpacking EOH’s growth story
EOH is well positioned to meet the evolving needs of clients with the ability to increase market share
Harness the power of end-to-end capabilities to solve client problem
Unearth hidden IP gem companies – surface for investment and expansion
Extract value from significant client base
IT sector growth robust and driven by several key trends (Cloud, Data, Automation and IT Security) disrupting client industries
EOH division

Previous EOH
• Legacy business was underpinned by
managed services; software reseller and
enterprise applications products / services
which, over time, have become
commoditised
• Several assets in newer businesses and IP
businesses under exposed
• Lack of structured go-to-market strategy

Turnaround strategy

Enablers for growth

• Rebalance the portfolio by consolidating digital
transformation assets to tap into 4IR offerings

• Strong growth fundamentals for cloud, data,
automation, IP platforms and security

• Identify and grow own IP businesses with high
potential and ability to scale

• Access to international high growth markets with
significant TAM

• Drive efficiency and protect market position of
software reseller and enterprise application businesses

• Strong, enduring relationship with large, enterprise
clients

• Focus on shifting from selling time to providing
platform offerings Infrastructure Services

• Exceptional bench strength across OEMs and technical
expertise
• Infrastructure as a service

• Originally created from the non-IT assets
with a vision to enable smart industries
• No long-term divisional strategy
• Silo structure, no cross selling
• Inefficient corporate structure and back
office structure

• Detailed portfolio review undertaken which resulted in
a number of businesses being disposed of or shut
down to release liquidity
• Exited from high-risk, non-strategic and capital
intensive businesses and EPC contracts
• High IT-affinity businesses moved into iOCO

• Optimise corporate overhead structure
• Following OEM’s as a strategic partner
• Develop potential data driven solutions for clients that
improve operational efficiency
• Develop new workforce optimisation and efficiency
solutions for clients

Source: EOH management
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iOCO’s future state ecosystem has been designed to align with evolving
industry trends
OEM Driven Strategy

Own IP Driven Strategy

(enabled by EOH market expertise,
sales & implementation)

(enabled by own IP and multiple technology partners)

Sales & Advisory
Multi-BU Solution Sales
Advisory & Consulting

AppDev

Software
Reseller

Enterprise
Applications

Data
Architecture
& Analytics

Automation /
AI

Quality
Assurance /
Testing

Cloud Solutions & Infrastructure

Manage & Operate
Compute
Network / Connectivity

Digital
Industries

Specialised
solutions

Rocketlab
Ventures &
iOCO IP

Future
proofing
iOCO

Engine
room of
iOCO –
Highly
scalable
with strong
IP

Security
The ecosystem complexity is a change driver which bodes well for the long-term fundamentals of iOCO Infrastructure Solutions
Source: EOH management
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iOCO | Design, Develop, Optimise
Sales and
Solutions

Division

Product / Service
This solution overlaps the four pillars of iOCO (Digital, Services, Technology and IS) and is not a standalone division. Bespoke IT advisory solutions are crafted for
clients, either by plugging into client’s existing platforms or designing completely new

Partners and suppliers

Not applicable

AppDev: Provider of Digital strategy advisory, custom solutions, software and application programming interface design, develops Open Systems Integration
services, DevOps & Quality assurance (testing) and provides application outsourcing services as well as other custom solutions

iOCO Digital

Automation / AI: Provider of automation advisory, implementation, digital workforce COE outsourcing services
Data Architecture & Analytics: Provider of advisory, architecture design, integration, implementation & data managed services
Quality Assurance / Testing: Full service and best practices aligned quality assurance (QA) offering comprises mature practices integrated with client’s software
development lifecycle to reduce delivery bottlenecks and ensuring rapid delivery of features and functionality

Not applicable

Advisory: Ensures clients are set up for success, by getting to grips with what drives performance and using various techniques, gleaned from many disciplines, to
map out a business analytics roadmap, aligned to client goals and readiness

iOCO
Tech (3)

iOCO Services

Cloud Solutions: Provider of strategic guidance and tailored blend of cloud solutions
Digital Industries: Provider of OT advisory, implementation, managed services. Additional services include Industrial cyber & network security, industrial supply cyber
and network security, industrial supply chain optimisation, EPLMS, mobility, digital twinning simulation and asset performance management
OKS(2): Provider of diverse value propositions; namely core banking software, HR software, business process digitisation software and fraud detection software
Enterprise Apps: Implementation and support of Enterprise Applications (ERP, CRM & BI) from proven Original Equipment Manufacturers (“OEM’s”) as well as endto-end management (including programming) of client’s enterprise applications
Software Reseller: Expert local representation and reseller for proven OEMs

iOCO Infrastructure Services

Compute: Provider of Data Centre Services, End-user workspace, IT management and Security & Platform engineering services
Manage & Operate: Provider of Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Application-as-a-Service, Data-as-a-Service, IT service management, managing everything from the
client’s data centres through to their end-user workspace (e.g. office desktop) and includes on-premises, public cloud and hybrid
Network Solutions: Provides Network management & Monitoring (highly-customisable network monitoring solution and visual dashboard reporting to optimise
application and network performance) and Connectivity Solutions and Unified Communications (connect clients to the right network infrastructure that supports
business needs)
Cloud Solutions & Infrastructure: Provider of end-to-end cloud advisory, implementation services and next generation managed services
Security: Provide customers with oversight, insight and awareness through Managed Detection and Response capabilities that actively protect and search for threats
and provide appropriate response measures to eliminate cyber-security threats

Notes: (1) Original Equipment Manufacturer
(2) Outsourced Knowledge Solutions
(3) iOCO Technology
* Geographic presence split based on FY21 revenue

Not applicable

Source: EOH management
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Rocketlab Ventures: Technology companies with strong IP, high growth
potential and ability to scale
Rocketlab Ventures is a silo
within iOCO comprised of earlystage product companies that
sits within the broader iOCO
division

Whilst Rocketlab Ventures only
represent around 2.5% of group
revenue, double-digit annual
growth is anticipated in the
medium term

The primary goal of Rocketlab
Ventures is to scale up the
businesses and to develop new
IP utilising skills and expertise
from within the rest of the group

Note: * Early-stage companies

STRUCTURE
Invest in existing platforms

Find /create more scalable
platform/product companies

*

*

Early-stage startups

Source: EOH management
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iOCO is well positioned to access a large, addressable set of markets
iOCO currently addresses a large, growing IT market in South Africa(1)….
•

5.8%

Total SA IT market
(FY2019E-2025F, R’bn)

(0.1%)

116
30

69

139
116
30

70

123

154

147

130
36

33

78

74

39

83

46

43

91

87

7.3%

16

16

16

17

17

17

0.4%

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

FY20E-25F
CAGR

IT Services

Packaged Software

iOCO is well positioned in some of the fastest sub-elements of the IT market,
including:
–

Application Software

–

Managed Services

–

System Integration

•

Over 2,500 iOCO clients with growing needs in the above services

•

50 strategic OEM partners (across EOH), with an estimated 500 partnership
certificates

•

End-to-end IT offering

•

380 full time developers and 4,595 staff members to service clients globally

4.6%

17

Systems

iOCO in particular is positioned in some of the largest SA IT sub-sectors

EOH market share(3):
• Services – c.5.5%
• Packaged software – c.7.0%
• Hardware – c. 4.5%

✓ IT market growing faster than SA GDP and proven to be more resilient during
COVID when compared against other sectors

Note: (1) Approximated addressable market based on internal EOH analysis
(2) Declining markets however iOCO is expected to gain market share
(3) EOH market share based on estimates for 7 months of FY20A and 5 months for FY21E

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management, BMIT (Oct-21)
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Nextec positioned for growth phase post-turnaround
Nextec has journeyed through a turnaround process and is well positioned for growth

Key turnaround initiatives

Performance / Value Offering

Turnaround initiated
Processes and structures implemented to
turnaround Nextec business

People and culture
Re-calibration of Nextec culture to ensure
company is well positioned for the future

Poorly managed acquisitions,
Mismanagement of businesses,
No integration,
Consistent underperforming

Decline

Finance restructuring and disposal
Implementation of a finance restructure
alongside the disposal of several assets to
stabilise the balance sheet

New management
team driving
turnaround strategy

Growth

Re-organised businesses with
turnaround and growth potential
Innovate

Grow

Birth
Pre-2018

2019

2022

High IT affinity moved to iOCO

Effort / Time

Nextec Position

Alignment and restructuring of businesses
with growth potential

The High IT affinity business was moved to
iOCO

Turnaround
Source: EOH management
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Nextec | Infrastructure and People Solutions
Division

Sub-division

Description of segments

Strategic partners

Communication and Connectivity Solutions: Turnkey and custom solutions catering to individual and complex
wireless communications needs, from network design and implementation to physical infrastructure
deployment

Digital Infrastructure

Power Solutions: Intelligent electricity provision, management and back-up power solutions for large
electricity consumers and producers

Infrastructure Solutions

Security and Building Solutions: Providing security and building technology solutions, from access control and
network infrastructure to fire suppression and building management systems

Water Solutions: Solutions for large water users to intelligently manage their water usage and costs enabled
through our world-class expertise in water systems optimisation
Environmental, Sustainability and Social-Impact Consulting Solutions: Technology-driven solutions to assess
and monitor and mitigate potential negative social, environmental and economic impacts of public and
private infrastructure development
Infrastructure Consulting

Logistics Solutions: Designing intelligent warehousing and distribution centres and processes using classleading technology
Multi-Disciplinary Engineering Consulting Solutions: Mechanical and electrical engineering design and
consulting services

People Solutions

Technology Leasing

Rental and financing solutions: Fully serviced equipment leases and customised leasing solutions, plus valueadding solutions including maintenance, management and cash-flow improvements

Talent Recruitment &
Outsourcing

Provides functional outsourcing services and solutions, and consolidates Talent, Recruitment, Placement
services across all roles: C suite and above, below, permanent, temporary, white collar, and blue collar

Advisory, L&D(1) & Ed-Tech
Businesses

Provides a single point of access to solutions linked to B-BBEE compliance, learnerships and professional
development programmes

Notes: (1) Learning & Development

Source: EOH management
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EOH’s large, addressable international markets
The Group is well-positioned to expand into new markets and clients through a costeffective service offering, concentrated in sub-Saharan Africa, Egypt and the UK
International operations

TAM(1)(3)

Clients(2)

Staff(2)

South Africa

c.R116bn

4,200

5,397

Middle East

c.R742bn

170

567

United Kingdom

c.R926bn

63

22

c.R1,784bn

4,433

5,986

TOTAL

UK business

Swiss office

Expansion Opportunities
•

Actively sell software development, data analytics, cyber security, own IP products and
cloud consulting to new clients

•

Follow SA clients that have UK/EU presence

•

Expansion with EOH’s partner and vendors

•

Key differentiation for developed markets is high skill, cost effective multi-shoring
provider

•

Egypt further has potential to support SA, UK & EU with cost effective outsourcing

Potential 14x additional TAM(3) from markets outside of South Africa
Notes: (1) Assumes a USD/ZAR exchange rate of 16.1279 and GBP/ZAR of 21.5286 as at 30-Nov-21. Estimate Middle East TAM of
c.USD46bn and UK of c.GBP43bn
(2) Client numbers exclude Nextec. Staff numbers represent permanent staff, including Nextec
(3) Total addressable market

Czech office

Egypt business

Legend
Operations center
Sales office
Pre-sales specialists

RSA business

International
expansion
opportunity

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Sustainable Earnings and
Capital Structure

Financial sustainability
Gearing has reduced significantly

EOH has focused on the quality of revenue base
(R’mn)
(R’mn)

4,038

4,50 0

4,00 0

634
3,50 0

3,00 0

2,069
(1,008)

4

2,00 0

3,404

7,882

2,50 0

1,50 0

6,874

2,065

1,00 0

,500

,

FY21A total revenue

Discountinuing ops

FY21A (Continuing ops)

FY18A
Gross debt

FY21A
Vendor finance acquisition funding

Total

Significant improvement in Adjusted EBITDA
The total debt balance has decreased to just over R2bn - repaid R1.4bn over c.4 years
(R’mn): All figures below from continuing operations

The Group is concluding a Common Terms Agreement (“CTA”) with its lenders the
principal features which are: R0.5bn Senior facility repayable in 3 years’ time –
100% bullet payment; and R1.5bn bridge facility repayable in October 2022

471

(967)

( 125)

(1)

FY19A EBITDA

(2)

FY20A EBITDA

(2)

FY21A EBITDA

Over time, we believe the business should achieve a sustainable gearing level of
c.1.0x to 1.5x Net Debt / Adjusted EBITDA (LTM) which will position the business for
future growth opportunities

Despite the decline in the revenue, the EBITDA from continuing operations has continued to
rapidly grow showing the strong improvement in financial performance resulting from the key
successes of the EOH strategic focus
Note: (1) Based on FY20A results, adjusted EBITDA of (R1,406mn) + R439mn EBITDA from IP businesses to be sold
(2) Based on FY21A results presentation (Appendix 1: Income statement)

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Focus on quality of earnings paying off
FY2021

FY2020

FY2019

28%
22%

20%

8%
2%

0%
(9%)

( 534)

( 22)
(12%)

(29%)

(1 751)
GP Margin

EBITDA Margin

Operating Margin

HEPS

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Cash bridge
Despite EOH having a strong cash balance on hand, right-sizing the capital structure is imperative in improving the cash flow generation of the business
R’m

Interest and debt repayments of c.R674m absorb
the operational cashflows generated by the
business. A reduction in gearing via a capital raise
would free up this cashflow for growth
opportunities

c.33% of cash flows used to service interest
before capital repayments
214
663
(216)

946

(458)
(321)

537
(291)

Opening cash
balance

Operational cash
flows

Sale proceeds (net
of cash given up on
disposals)

Net finance costs

(1)

Debt repayments Other recurring items Other non-recurring
items

Notes: (1)"Other recurring items" includes taxation (R110m), net capital expenditure (R74m), lease obligations (R137m)
(2) "Other non-recurring items" includes legacy onerous contracts (R118m), distressed entities (R155m) and once offs, and VFA payments (R17m)

(2)

Closing cash
balance

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Right-sizing the capital structure

Liquidity

The EOH strategic journey
FY18A – FY19A

FY20A – FY21A

FY22E+

• Unsustainable working capital
levels

• Creditors and working capital
focus

• In the process of concluding a
CTA with lenders

• Low cash conversion

• Cash pooling and
management implementation
to remove inefficiencies

• Flexibility around capital
allocation decisions

• Disposal process initiated

• Ongoing closure and sale of
high-risk businesses

De-leveraging

• Gross debt of R4.5bn
• Result of aggressive
acquisition growth phase

• Complicated structure with
272 legal entities

Business structure

Understanding the equity capital requirement

• Duplicated management,
sales structures and property
lease inefficiencies

• Gross debt of R2bn with an
interest charge of 12%
• Reduction of companies and
business units (total of 99)
yielding proceeds of R1.4bn

• Completion of first bottom
up, zero-based strategy for
iOCO
• Progress on Nextec business
review and clean up of legacy
public sector contracts in
iOCO
• Formalising of corporate
structure
• Sustainable cost cutting
measures with reduction of
the property portfolio and
the streamlining of
procurement processes

Maturing EOH debt

Sources of capital

R1 500mn

R1 500mn
Potential equity raise or other
strategic options
Equity requirement

• Neutral working capital for
FY22

R750mn

R1.5bn bridge facility
maturing in Oct 2022

• Outstanding facilities to be
reduced further as a result of
disposals

Asset disposals
Anticipated proceeds from
disposal of non-core assets
R750mn

• Return to positive profitability
• Nextec value extracted

Uses

Sources

• Overheads right sized
• EBITDA margin target >8%
over medium term

EOH is at the point where it requires a right-sized capital structure to set the business up for the
resumption of a growth-led strategy driven by cross-sell opportunities

Use of
proceeds

• Repayment of
R1.5bn bridge
facility

What
this
unlocks

• Sustainable capital structure and stable
balance sheet
• Platform to conclude turnaround strategy
and pursue growth initiatives

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Conclusion

Opportunity for potential investors
Final thoughts
✓ Significant progress: The transformative journey has helped shed legacy governance issues, right
size the corporate structure and balance sheet and position the business for future growth

Key catalysts to achieve a re-rating
Right size the business
operations and capital
structure

✓ Synergy benefits still to be realised: A series of cost and revenue efficiencies that have yet to
come through
✓ Core, “sticky”, annuity income: Earnings from the core business are annuity in nature
✓ Full value chain offering: Very few local or international competitors can offer a similar breadth

Reduce uncertainty
around the EOH
operations

and range of services
✓ High-growth, very large addressable market set: Exposure to new age, emerging technologies
with a vast runway for growth

Clearly articulate the
key business drivers and
drivers of future growth

✓ Trading at a deep discount to peers: We believe there’s significant value in EOH relative to peers,
particularly as the equity markets begin to develop an appreciation of our growth story

Right-sizing the capital structure will allow EOH to pursue a growth strategy, immediately improve
earnings and ultimately lead to a value unlock for shareholders

Deliver on financial
performance

Source: EOH filings and reports, EOH management
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Q&A?

